F. No. BSNL/39-3/SR/2015

Dated 15-03-2017

To,

All Chief General Managers,
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited

Sub: Immunity from transfer to the recognised representative unions of non-executives employees in BSNL - regarding

Ref: This office letter no. BSNL/5-1/SR/2012 (Vol.II) dated 07.05.2016

As per the decision taken in the 34th National council meeting held on 10.03.2016 on the facility of immunity from transfer available to recognised unions, it is clarified that:

a) If the office bearers working at other stations are elected at HQ/Circle/SSA levels to the corresponding posts of General Secretary, Asstt. General Secretary and Financial Secretary or Treasurer, they may be brought on temporary transfer to the headquarters of the union upto the recognition period subject to administrative convenience only;

b) The concession/facility of immunity from transfer is not guaranteed and cannot be claimed as a matter of right. It is always subject to administrative exigencies.

Yours faithfully,

(A.K. Sinha)
DGM (SR), BSNL C.O.

Copy to:

1. PS to CMD, BSNL
2. PS to All Directors, BSNL Board
3. GQG BSNL
5. Guard file